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From the Chairman
With lots of knowledge about Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine available across the information domain,
you might have heard how dangerous this invasion
is to a stable world order. Many believe this
invasion has created as dangerous a situation as the
Cuban Missile Crisis, which occurred six decades
ago. The Cuban Missile Crisis between the U.S. and
USSR was significant because both countries had
atomic bombs, which is what they were called in
LTG (Ret) Thomas F. Metz
1962. Having read about the ending of WWII with
the surrender of Japan, I was somewhat aware of an atomic bomb’s power, and I felt silly
crawling under my desk at school when the siren triggered a drill to prepare us in the
event we were attacked. I was confident the textile mill that supported our rural North
Carolina hometown of Elkin was not a target for the USSR; nevertheless, volunteers stood
watch in the tower on the elementary school’s playground with their binoculars scanning
for enemy airplanes.
Four years later, I was a private in the U.S Army with the hope of winning an appointment
to the U.S. Military Academy; all the while, the Vietnam Conflict continued to escalate, and
it continued to become less and less popular across our nation. By the time I graduated
from West Point, political leaders were working toward an end to our war in Vietnam. I
attended IOBC, Airborne School, Ranger School and Mortar Platoon Leader School before
reporting to my first assignment in Mainz, West Germany, as a rifle platoon leader in the
509th Parachute Infantry Regiment. Although an airborne unit, we also trained to fight as
mechanized Infantry, and we had all the vehicles and equipment to do so.
After about a year as a light and mech Infantry lieutenant, the Army built a battalion
task force mainly with soldiers from the 1st and 2nd Battalions of the 509th and moved
this task force to northern Italy. To fill all the MOS positions, our sergeant major and first
sergeants selected the Soldiers and NCOs from across the 8th Infantry Division. I was very
fortunate to see “what right looked like” as a member of this elite unit. We were ready to
return to Europe or deploy to the Middle East to fight as well trained, disciplined Soldiers.
About the same time in 1973, the Army established the Training and Doctrine
Command, TRADOC, which was going to have a significant impact on the Army and
its readiness for combat. Although the changes were not “overnight,” steady progress
towards superbly trained units continued. Investments in training centers were made at
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Fort Irwin, California for the heavy force (NTC) and Fort Polk, Louisiana, for the light force
(JRTC). Divisions and Corps would fight in simulations managed by the Battle Command
Training Program (BCTP) headquartered at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Training prior to
rotations to these training centers was demanding for once into the warfighting scenario
at one of these training centers, you would be fighting an enemy who followed Soviet
doctrine, with Soviet equipment and had a “hometown” advantage—they knew the
terrain and common mistakes rotational units would make.
Leaders in the training units were covered down by observer-controllers (OCs) and
informal and formal After Action Reviews (AAR) were a tremendous success. Some cultures
around the world do not accept criticism well, if at all. Thankfully, the Army in which I served
accepted the AAR process and used the lessons learned after each battle and at home station
in future training. For example, as a battalion commander, our first mission at the NTC was
a movement to contact. We had trained for this mission and knew the terrain on which we
might meet the opposing force (OPFOR). The mission went well for us; nevertheless, we
were given defense as our second mission. We had drilled this mission at home station,
and when it was issued to us, we did not waste any time preparing for it. For about 36
hours, our task force dug in with help from multiple engineer companies. By the time the
enemy attacked, we thought we had prepared a superb defense; however, the enemy drove
quickly through it—a bad day for the “Can Do” 15th Infantry. After endex, my OC drove us
on the route the enemy used to defeat my defense. My OC’s guidance was to look at our
defense “through the enemy’s eyes.” What looked like a textbook defense from the friendly
view, was not the same as what our enemy observed. That day, I learned a lesson I would
never forget: “Look at yourself through the enemy’s eyes!” In assignments after battalion
command, I never forgot to look at myself and my unit through the enemy’s eyes.
Many of the mistakes the Russians are making in their invasion of Ukraine could be
avoided with training at facilities like our National Training Center (NTC). However, I’m not
confident their culture would support AARs in order to improve. Accepting what you did
wrong and accepting what right looks like are critical to future success. I’ll never forget
a situation during my first rotation to NTC in August ‘84. I was the battalion XO. Early in
the rotation, I was trying to get ice delivered in a timely manner. One very hot day, I was
delivering to new locations and when I finally found the last platoon to which I needed to
deliver their supplies, and their ice. I had been traveling in the desert and most of the ice
had melted. I’ll never forget the look on the Soldier’s face when I handed him a plastic bag
of water that was once a bag of ice. The polite Soldier said, “thanks,” but the look on his
face was “Come on, Major, can’t you do any better than delivering me water from melted
ice?” The good news was that our culture allowed criticism from all levels of the chain of
command, and we worked hard not to make the same mistakes again.
The Observer Controllers (OCs) were masterful in their ability to bring out in an AAR
what really happened so that the rotation unit could improve. From my first rotation as
a major to my last as a lieutenant general, I improved my warfighting capabilities by
accepting OC’s criticism and what I could do to improve. As I continue to read of Russia’s
poor performance in their invasion of Ukraine, I am thankful for what our senior Army
leaders built to train our Army and have a culture that facilitated continued improvement.
I’m hopeful our Army will continue to use mission-command from the top to the
bottom of the chain of command. Successfully completing the tasks assigned within the
commander’s intent is a winning culture. Let’s nurture this wonderful culture and stay
ahead of our enemies.
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From the President
Follow Me! That is the message that we want
all Infantrymen to take from visits to Fort Benning,
Columbus and the National Infantry Museum.
The Infantryman Statue in front of the entrance of
the National Infantry Museum, the Infantryman
Statue on the overpass entering Fort Benning and
the Infantryman Statue in front of McGinnessWickam Hall all communicate Follow-Me. We
COL (Ret) Robert E. Choppa
want all Infantry leaders to know, use, lead and
inspire with that motto. We want all Infantrymen to follow it. These multiple statues come
from 1950s designs, but the motto has been part of the U.S. Army Infantry since before the
forming of our Army. Our Infantry Non-Commissioned Officers live this role. Infantry Fire
Team Leaders do not even have to say Follow Me … their teams do so without order. The
Team Leaders move and their men follow them, including into the fires of combat. Follow
Me! may be a form of action, a form of directive, or a hand and arm signal. Regardless, it
is an order.
At the National Infantry Association, we are excited that our requirements are getting
back to normal. The Chief of Infantry BG Larry Burris is always busy. He’s leading all
DTLOMPFS and Futures (Soldier Lethality) efforts. He’s quad-hatted: Chief of Infantry,
Deputy CG of the Maneuver Center of Excellence, Director of the Soldier Lethality CrossFunctional Team and Commandant of the Infantry School. He leads these efforts while the
Infantry faces recruiting challenges, force readiness problems such as individuals on profile,
maintenance levels down, parts shortages, schools resourcing and morale challenges.
There are many complaints about both our officer and NCO schools and we encourage
leaders to be part of the solution by speaking up, writing AAR comments, seeing leaders
on open door policy to create change. Ranger School backlog has decreased the Ranger

fills in all of our echelons. Junior leaders tell me they want to go to other schools, but
these schools are not available. This is a problem, as fill rates would suggest there are many
openings. Sadly, some units identify a sergeant or lieutenant who should not go to school,
as they are essential to a CTC rotation. This demonstrates to subordinates that they should
not accept risk, that there is no need to train leaders a couple of levels up from their current
duty. As an Infantry, we are better than this. We all know that if you send a leader to school,
the Army and all future units will benefit.
As we prepare for the summer, we will see the normal PCS, ETS and continued
deployments. We must also remember our Infantry Ball in June, Maneuver Warfighting
Conference in September and the Doughboy Dinner in September and send individuals
and couples to these events that will benefit from the opportunity. The Infantry Ball, a
celebration of our Infantry, is a chance to recognize our Branch as the oldest in the Army.
Both the active Infantry forces and our National Guard Infantry should attend the Maneuver
Warfighting Conference. It is an opportunity to meet our newest Infantry Leaders and
exchange ideas with like-minded Infantrymen. Individuals and units may also get the
latest developments from our Futures Command and Capabilities Directorates. Finally, this
year’s Doughboy Dinner will be like no other, recognizing two years’ worth of Doughboy
Award recipients. From 2020, we selected GEN (Ret) Dan McNeil and CSM (Ret) Marvin
Hill for the Doughboy Award; postponed due to COVID-19. The 2021 Doughboy Dinner
was postponed until 2022 and ballots for this year’s Doughboy recipients were recently
distributed. The Infantry should announce winners soon. Thank you to all of our Doughboy
Dinner sponsors: Phantom Lights, Lockheed Martin, BAE, Bell Aviation, Raytheon, Bose,
Northrup Grumman, Lucas Industry for movies and events.
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From the Chief of Infantry
Leader Development and Preparing for Large Scale Combat Operations
Until recently, it had become commonplace to
view war between nation-states as a relic of the
past. The past few decades made non-state actors
such as terrorist groups, criminal organizations
and drug cartels the predominant threat. However,
current events challenge that notion as the conflict
in Ukraine rages into its fourth month. The U.S.
Army had already moved its focus from CounterInsurgency (COIN) conflicts to Large-Scale Combat
BG Larry Q. Burris, Jr.
Operations (LSCO) before the invasion of Ukraine.
However, Russia’s belligerence stresses the importance of our current transition. Unlike
COIN operations, which emphasized actions at lower tactical echelons, LSCO requires
concurrent operations at the corps level down to squads. The LSCO character of future
conflicts will require Infantry officers and NCOs who can lead at the highest echelons while
synchronizing actions at the lowest tactical levels and joint efforts. This necessity makes
leader development the foundation for the Infantry’s successful transition to LSCO. The
Infantry School prepares our Infantry leaders for success in the LSCO environment through
three key leader development objectives: improve leader-focused courses, build confident
leaders and expand Infantry talent management efforts.
The Infantry School’s first focus area for leader development includes reviewing Infantry
courses based on LSCO requirements. This past year, the Infantry School placed tremendous
effort into reviewing our leader-focused courses. For brevity’s sake, the Ranger Course
provides one example. The U.S. Army has long recognized the Ranger Course as its premier
leadership course. However, the Infantry School has left no stone unturned to ensure that
Infantry School courses support LSCO-focused leader development. Recent experimentation
consisted of introducing platoon operations into Darby, or phase one of the course. Previously
the Darby phase was limited to squad operations. Early results show higher “GO” rates, better
student performance in later phases and more positive feedback from students and cadre.
The Infantry School will continue to assess this initiative and determine additional practices
for implementation. The additional training Ranger students gain regarding platoon
operations in austere and challenging environments will develop the capable and strong
leaders needed for LSCO.
The second priority for leader development includes building confident leaders through
mastery of their craft. LSCO requires competent and confident leaders at every echelon.
Instilling such confidence starts with mastering the fundamentals early in a leader’s career. It is
doubtful that Infantry leaders will enjoy uninterrupted access to the Global Positioning System
(GPS) while battling a peer adversary in LSCO environments. In light of this challenge, the
Infantry School further aligned land navigation standards for the Infantry Basic Officer Leader
Course (IBOLC) and Noncommissioned Officer Professional Military Education (PME) courses
with the standards of Field Manual 3-25.26. The additional rigor applied to land navigation
in these courses better prepares our Infantry officers and NCOs to lead in LSCO environments.
Additionally, the Infantry School increased the number of operation orders that
Lieutenants must write and deliver in IBOLC. Higher repetitions in these two vital Infantry
leader skills increase mastery, and mastery increases confidence. Finally, the Infantry School
added the Night Infiltration Course (NIC) to IBOLC. The NIC has long been a standard event
in Infantry One Station Unit Training (OSUT). The addition of this training event to IBOLC
ensures that our Infantry Lieutenants share a common experience with the Soldiers they
will lead. More importantly, the NIC familiarizes Lieutenants with the high-intensity feeling
of a LSCO environment. Initial assessments and student surveys show these changes have
4 InfantryAssn.com

positively impacted students’ perceptions of their readiness and eagerness to lead.
Another way that the Infantry School approaches leader development is by fortifying
our Infantry community’s bonds. The Infantry School uses two key activities to strengthen
professional relationships among our Infantry Soldiers: the Infantry Commandant’s Speaker
Series and the Infantry Call. Recently, we established the Infantry Commandant’s Speaker
Series in which veterans with significant combat experience speak to our cadre and students.
The Speaker Series achieves lead development through immersion in the leadership lessons
and personal experiences of those that have experienced high-intensity combat situations.
SFC(R) Ernie Savage inaugurated the Speakers Series in March with a presentation on
his experiences from 1965 while fighting in the Ia Drang Valley in Vietnam. In April, CSM(R)
Matthew Walker shared his combat experiences in Somalia, Iraq and Afghanistan during 25
years of service. This month, the Infantry School will host COL(R) Tony Nadal as he shares his
perspectives on tactical leadership based on his Vietnam experiences. These presentations
help prepare the minds of our Infantry Soldiers for LSCO in a way that training alone could
not achieve.
Additionally, the Infantry School hosts a social event that we refer to as the Infantry Call
each month. The Infantry Call reinforces the bond between Infantry Soldiers of all ranks and
promotes esprit de corps. More importantly for leader development, these events allow junior
officers and Soldiers to approach more senior officers and NCOs in a relaxed environment
to cultivate mentor-type relationships. We want to extend a special thanks to the National
Infantry Association (NIA) for their assistance in making the Infantry Call a quality event.
The third line of effort regarding leader development involves the Infantry talent
management efforts. The Infantry Branch focused its talent management efforts on colonels
in the past. However, to ensure that the most talented Infantry Officers are competitive for
promotion to the general officer ranks, the Infantry Branch recently expanded these efforts
to majors and lieutenant colonels. The Infantry Branch is developing a joint qualification
strategy as part of this effort. This strategy will move the Infantry Branch away from viewing
joint qualification as a pick-up game consisting of whoever is available. The Infantry Joint
Qualification Strategy consists of two fundamental tenants: talent identification and officer
engagement. Within the concept of talent identification, Infantry Branch establishes a
framework for collecting input, establishing consensus, and propagating among senior leaders
a common operational picture (COP) of the officers with the highest potential within each
of the field-grade ranks. After identifying these officers, the strategy focuses on engagement
through dialogue with the officer by commanders and HRC Infantry Branch. With the support
of commanders, Infantry Branch will encourage and mentor these officers to place joint
qualification opportunities at the earliest possible point in their career. The end state of this
strategy is for the Infantry Branch to ensure that we are not simply filling the limited pool
of joint assignments with available bodies while our most talented become less competitive.
At the Infantry School and Office of Chief of Infantry (OCOI), leader development remains
at the forefront of all we do. We approach each course and training event believing that
every private may be the next CSM and every lieutenant may become a general officer.
Instilling the confidence to lead larger and more complex operations starts by mastering
the fundamentals. The Infantry School continuously looks for ways to achieve such mastery
through improved instruction. As a result, we are confident that the leaders passing through
our classrooms and training areas today are the best trained and most prepared Infantry
Soldiers in the world. They will be ready to lead our Infantry formations to success in largescale combat operations when called.
One force, one fight!
Follow me!
Summer 2022

BY CPT DAVID M. WRIGHT, SSG ANDREW A.
DOMINGUEZ AND SSG JOHN SISK III

★ COVER STORY ★

THE SNIPER’S ROLE IN

Large-Scale Combat Operations

T

raditionally the sniper in U.S. Army doctrine and training has been an
underutilized and misunderstood asset available to the tactical level
commander. Snipers are specially trained in long-range marksmanship and
infiltration. Their use and effectiveness by special operations forces during the
Global War on Terror have brought a heightened level of awareness and attention
to the sniper in American culture. Simultaneously to this increase in notoriety,
the Army has moved in the opposite direction by focusing on high-end fires and
maneuver capabilities. These changes are necessary to ensure the Army is ready
for a fight in the multi-domain environment against a near-peer or peer adversary.
When a commander employs snipers effectively, they create an advantage in LargeScale Combat. Over the past 15 years, our adversaries have observed our success in
ground combat at the tactical level. They have focused on developing capabilities
that limit the Army’s ability to maneuver and make decisions. America’s military is
viewed as over-reliant on technology, joint fires capabilities and unmanned systems
that provide information for kinetic effects. Our opponents aim to deny information
through Anti-Access and Area Denial (A2/AD) and target fixed American formations
with fires delivered from outside our effective range. This approach leaves a gap for
commanders to empower aggressive and intelligent subordinates to operate without
leveraging American technological capabilities. When the Army is not massed and
needs to establish a foothold, the sniper can expose vulnerabilities and give context
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“As the Army and the
joint force focused on
counter-insurgency
and counter-terrorism
at the expense of
other capabilities, our
adversaries watched,
learned, adapted,
modernized and
devised strategies that
put us at a position of
relative disadvantage
in places where we
may be required to
fight.”
- LTG Michael D. Lundy
(Forward, FM 3-0 Operations)
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to unmanned aircraft system footage and collected imagery.
Our adversaries are expected to employ a mixture of conventional tactics,
terror, criminal activity and information warfare to complicate the battlefield and
limit options. This environment will require commanders to become more
comfortable assuming risk to develop a situation. It also requires a commander
to exploit all assets available to provide a clear picture of the battlefield.
Commanders require information to generate options and make decisions. The
Department of Defense has invested billions into giving that information. There
is a perception that the sniper has no place in this environment. The sniper
section augments the overwatch and reconnaissance capabilities of the scout
platoon at the battalion level. Gaining and maintaining contact without the
enemy being aware retains freedom of maneuver for the commander. In the
ABCT and SBCT, snipers should move with the mounted scout sections to
maintain pace and infiltrate their assigned positions. Leaving the sniper team as
an overwatch asset also allows the scout platoon to continue answering
battalion priority intelligence requirements for terrain or defining the enemy
disposition and composition in greater detail. A commander can effectively
decide the place and time to converge maneuver assets against the enemy’s
most vulnerable point with a clearer picture of the battlefield.
ENABLING TASKS
During large-scale operations, the brigade combat teams seize ground and
hold it. Utilizing snipers during these phases generates options for a commander.

The sniper team leader is trained and
experienced in processing information
according to the commander’s guidance and
helps develop those options. Institutionally
trained snipers learn to infiltrate and remain
undetected, making them the best option to
observe an enemy operating in its defensive
plan. The sniper can identify breach points
in buildings and routes to and from supportby-fire positions in any terrain. This
information is confirmed with high-powered
optics or unmanned aircraft systems. If
needed, the sniper team provides a precision
fire capability that a commander can employ
against identified weapon emplacements,
high-payoff and high-value targets. In
addition, a Sniper team can neutralize
vehicles, equipment and enemy leadership
and provide additional isolation to prevent
enemy maneuver. These capabilities augment
the commander’s plan with a low cost to
combat power and precision capabilities,
maximizing the economy of force for a given
task.
ON THE OFFENSE
A sniper can force the enemy to orient
combat power away from the friendly main
effort focusing on an objectively small
shaping effort. Snipers give the commander
an asset that can disrupt the enemy’s
defensive planning and engagement area
development. Snipers provide a unique
capability to disrupt, fix and isolate small
formations through precision or indirect
assets. Precision fires create casualties, lower
morale and affect the enemy’s decisionmaking process. Employing snipers in the
offense requires commanders to accept risk.
Detailed and coordinated planning between
the battalion staff and the sniper section
helps mitigate and reduce risk.
ON THE DEFENSE
The Army conducts the defense to shape
favorable conditions for returning to
offensive operations. Snipers continue to
offer options for the commander to disrupt,
delay and fix formations in the defense. A
Sniper is an expert at infiltration, making
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them very useful in identifying enemy avenues of approach
not easily seen from defensive positions. Using snipers as
forward observers allow commanders to disrupt the enemy
plan and force an early deployment into their offensive plan.
Snipers are experts at target detection and vehicle identification.
They provide the commander the means to orient on the
enemy without exposing friendly defensive positions. Snipers
can provide the location and disposition of the enemy’s
breaching equipment, fire support platforms, and their assault
force from a concealed position. Snipers can delay and fix
formations using direct fires from long range when unobserved.
Fixing an element at the edge of the engagement area allows
the commander to leverage their most casualty-producing
weapons against the enemy for a more extended period.
THE SNIPER’S FUTURE
Commanders hesitate to employ snipers due to a lack of
experience operating with them in a decisive action-training
environment for various reasons. Commanders need to invest
in their snipers and train sniper employment to combat this.
The soldiers’ time is misused when they spend their days
practicing prone shooting on the static range. Sniper teams

Summer 2022

and sections should train infiltration against skilled observers,
mounted and dismounted land navigation, rehearsing battle
handovers and pattern of life recognition. These skills are
critical to meeting the commander’s intent in the field. With
force modernization on the horizon, the United States Army
Sniper Course cadre and supporting communities have gone
to great lengths to prepare for tomorrow’s conflicts. The
sniper will engage multiple types of threats with a single
weapon platform. The MK22 Precision Sniper Rifle will allow
snipers to choose the proper system and type of munitions to
engage soft or hard targets. The sniper can effectively engage
targets up to 2,000 meters reliably when used with the
Improved Night/Day Observation Device (INOD). These
additions to the inventory allow the U.S. Army sniper to
continue owning the night while increasing the distances to
ensure overmatch and lethal effects. The art of tactics is
having a creative and flexible array of means to accomplish the
mission against an adaptive enemy. Snipers have proven
themselves a reliable asset throughout America’s campaigns
and should be considered so for future conflicts. Leaders with
questions on sniper employment, capabilities should start
with their sniper section leader and sniper team leaders on
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capabilities and limitations. ATP 3-20.40
provides the current ammunition and
qualification strategy for snipers. Commanders
should also include sniper teams and sections
in company certification live fires and
situational training to develop trust between
commanders and the sniper teams that support
them. TC 3-22.10 provides the doctrine for
sniper training and employment considerations.
The cadre at the United States Sniper Course
continues to update doctrine and develop new
strategies to increase proficiency for sniper
teams at home stations. For information
regarding the United States Army Sniper
Course, head to https://www.benning.army.
mil/Armor/316thCav/Sniper/.
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
SSG John A. Sisk II is a Cavalry Scout and former
instructor with the U.S. Army Sniper Course.
SSG Andrew Dominguez is an instructor for the U.S.
Army Sniper Course.
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BY CPT IAN B. MACPHERSON

★ FEATURE ★

SHIFTING THE LIVE FIRE PARADIGM
A Live Fire First Approach to Unit Training Progressions

T

here is no substitute for conducting
fire and maneuver with live rounds to
simulate closing with and destroying the
enemy. During the National Training Center
(NTC) Rotation 21-09, 2nd Battalion, 1st
Infantry Regiment, “Legion Battalion,” of the
2nd Stryker Brigade Combat Team, the “Lancer
Brigade,” tested combat systems under live fire
conditions prior to fighting Blackhorse in Force
on Force (FoF) operations. Typically, Live Fire
Exercises at NTC occur following FoF operations;
however, Rotation 21-09 tested a new paradigm
where each battalion rotated through Company
and Battalion Live Fires in the Northern Corridor
of NTC concurrent with FoF maneuvers in the
rest of the “Box.” While the merits of the concept
are subject to debate, the model of shooting LFX
first undoubtedly benefited the Legion Battalion
by allowing Company teams to implement their
systems against a plywood force before facing
a thinking enemy. My peer commander, CPT
Alex Berlin, describes the theory as follows: Live
Fire Exercises teach the “Science of Maneuver,”
which is a prerequisite to mastering the “Art of
Maneuver” often trained in FoF operations.
A year prior to NTC 21-09, I found
myself contemplating my Company Training
methodology in the slow drizzle of Pacific
Northwest rain at Joint Base Lewis McChord. My
Squad Live Fires identified more fundamental
issues at the Team and Squad level then I
expected. We prepared for the live fires with
multiple iterations of Squad Situational Training
Exercises (STX); however, it was clear that we
did not properly certify leaders during those
exercises, likely due to the decentralized and
dispersed format of the STX iterations. I found
myself bound to the gated nature of the Integrated
Weapons Training Strategy (TC 3-20.0), in which
STX and Field Training Exercises (FTX) occur
prior to LFX (TC 3-20.0, Table 1-1 on 1-4).
Instead of serving as a culminating exercise at the
Squad level, SQD LFX only forced my Company
level leadership to spend scarce live fire time on
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2 TABLE 3 TABLE 4

TABLE 5

TABLE 6

Echelon

PREREQ

PREREQ

PREREQ

CRAWL

CRAWL

WALK

Collective
Task
Proficiency

COORD /
Rehearsal /
Practice

Live-Fire
Proficiency
Gate

RUN

RUN

RUN

Battalion

TEWT
Live

STAFFEX
Blended

CPX
Live

FTX
TADSS

FCX
Blended

CALFEX
Live-Fire

Company

TEWT
Live

STX-V
Virtual

STX
TADSS

FTX
TADSS

FCX
Live-Fire

CALFEX
Live-Fire

CLASS
SOP
Live

STX-V
Virtual

STX
TADSS

FTX
TADSS

FCX
Live-Fire

LFX
Live-Fire

GST
Live

STX-V
Virtual

STX
TADSS

Practice
Live-Fire

Qualification
Live-Fire

PMI&E
Live

PLFS
Virtual

Drills
TADSS

Practice
Live-Fire

Qualification
Live-Fire

Platoon
Section
Squad
Mortar
Formation
Crew Platform

FTX
TADSS
Basic
Live-Fire

Special Purpose
Weapons
Crew-Served
Weapons

Basic
Live-Fire

Individual
Weapons

unlearning bad habits and revalidating tactics at the Team and Squad level.
NTC 21-09 allowed my Company to test the theory of shooting LFX prior to
the primary maneuver training for the Company and Battalion.
FM 7-0 describes Live-fire training as the primary tool for training
marksmanship under field conditions, fire distribution and control, weapons
confidence and synchronization of fires and their effects (FM 7-0, 4-13). STX
and FoF operations train creative problem solving, constrained troop leading
procedures timelines and fulfillment of Commander’s Intent against a thinking
enemy. Legion Battalion leveraged live fires at the start of NTC 21-09 to build
tactical muscle memory (synchronization), focus on lethality (marksmanship)
and correct deficiencies in equipment readiness and employment that would
otherwise hinder combat operations (confidence in combat equipment).

Building Tactical Muscle Memory
Execution of LFX prior to FoF builds proper muscle memory in a
controlled environment. Muscle memory is not limited to the literal use
of weapon systems; rather, it applies to properly timed shifts of direct and
indirect fires to maneuver on an objective. Leaders build muscle memory in
the synchronization of maneuver just as a SAW Gunner masters the physical
intricacies of searching and traversing with an M249. A Weapons Squad
Leader watching the beaten zone of an M240L at 15 degrees from the front
line trace teaches the perspective necessary to shift fires in a FoF environment.
This is equally important for the maneuver element to understand. During the
aforementioned Squad LFX, we brought all key leaders to exactly 15 degrees of
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the gun target line of a support by fire (SBF) to ensure all parties understood
the visual and audial signals of a burst of 7.62mm at 15 degrees. This built
confidence and awareness in maneuvering elements to place themselves as
close as possible to their covering fires. The risk associated with such precise
adherence to surface danger zones is mitigated by engaged Observer/Coaches
or Safeties.

LFX vs. FoF First

PROFICIENCY

TRAINED

PRACTICED

UNTRAINED

Time / Resources
LFX First
FoF First

The Tarantula Team of the NTC Operations Group served as the primary
Observer/Coaches for the Legion Battalion and also acted as Safeties for the
Company and Battalion Live Fires. Tarantula Team’s ability to both facilitate
a safe LFX while providing third party feedback was critical to development
of doctrinally sound habits. My platoons initially struggled with fixating on
visible targets at the cost of scanning their sector and maintaining security.
Tarantula Team’s emphasis on rectifying the lack of security during LFXs
paid dividends during FoF operations. In one clearance of an enemy OP, a
motivated Team Leader reverted to situational awareness reinforced during
LFXs to identify a lone observer offset from the OP location. The Team Leader
maneuvered his Team to retain security and secure the enemy, resulting in
the extremely uncommon capture of a Blackhorse Soldier.
The Tarantula Team placed particular emphasis on understanding the
Battalion TACSOP in order to better inform the Chain of Command on
adherence to our codified operating procedures. This allowed the Tarantula
Team to highlight a gap in properly using both audial and visible signals
for shift fires. Platoons and Squads had the tendency to strictly signal and
confirm shifts with FM communications rather than augmenting the signal
with a VS-17 flash. LFX provided the ideal circumstances to correct this
deficiency in a controlled environment. This proved integral to success in
the communication degraded environment often created by the enemy’s
Electromagnetic Warfare (EW) capabilities in FoF operations.
Ultimately, the controlled nature of LFX coupled with focused observations
from a third party entity in the Tarantula Team, allowed my company,
Blackwatch Company, to baseline on fire and maneuver prior to fighting a
thinking enemy. It also allowed my Battalion Command Team to observe and
certify each Rifle Company to operate decentralized from the Battalion as we
validated our ability to close with and destroy the enemy using direct and
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indirect fires. The ideal safety coverage for a LFX
calls for an unbiased external evaluator (EXEVAL)
to act in conjunction with unit internal safeties
who innately understand the unit’s SOPs. Another
feedback mechanism germane to LFXs is equally
if not more important to coaching from observers:
the visible engagement and destruction of targets.

Focus on Lethality
Shooting live rounds forces Soldiers to look
behind their sights and accurately engage the
enemy. While that is in no way a novel concept,
the reality of FoF operations is that Soldiers
often become complacent on practicing the
prosecution of well-aimed fires. Soldiers often
become lackadaisical in target acquisition
when using blanks. The bane of a quality NonCommissioned Officer’s existence is happening
upon a SAW Gunner looking over the optic while
engaging with blanks. Company LFXs forced
every Soldier to understand their weapon system
and attachments in order to achieve the desired
effects. This emphasis on precise engagements
immediately translated to focusing on properly
zeroed MILES in the FoF fight.
The Stryker Infantry Company’s most casualty
producing weapon systems against an armored
threat are the nine FGM-148 Javelins organic
to the company. The MILES enabled targets in
Company LFXs forced Javelin teams to zero their
MILES to pin-point accuracy. The mission hinged
on destruction of enemy vehicles using Javelins
in order to move across open terrain to seize a
foothold. Javelin teams retained this attention to
detail in preparing their weapon systems during
FoF operations. At every opportunity, NCOs
pushed their Javelin gunners to contracted
Javelin contact teams in order to ensure their
accuracy at max effective range. This yielded
devastating results on enemy vehicles throughout
the rotation. In one instance, an audacious
defensive position manned by a Javelin Team from
Centurion Company facilitated the destruction of
over a platoon of enemy T-90s. This completely
disrupted and desynchronized the enemy’s attack,
predominately due to the skill and preparedness
of a highly effective Javelin gunner.
The effectiveness of our Javelin Gunners
aggregated to a significant effect on the operational
fight. While it is nearly impossible to determine
causality versus correlation, it is highly likely that
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the undisturbed time during LFXs to train on Javelins yielded
positive results in their later employment during FoF.

Confidence and Understanding
of Combat Equipment
LFXs provided an opportunity to deliberately assess and
employ equipment in each warfighting function without the
distraction of enemy attacks. The largest Battalion level problem
set for LFXs proved to be maintaining FM communications
through a series of lateral objectives across multiple valleys.
Initially, we could not sustain communications from the TOC
to the first objective, a mere 5 km of the 25 km range required
to communicate with the final objective. This immediately
became the Battalion Commander’s focus area. He leveraged
the S-6 section to develop a series of retransmission positions
to talk from valley to valley. This set conditions for accurate
reporting and immediate indirect fires prosecution. The
endeavor demanded constant refinement and repositioning
and likely would have been impossible if coupled with enemy
disruption attacks. However, the lack of enemy stimuli allowed
communicators to focus on the capabilities of their equipment
to meet the Commander’s desired end-state. The result was clear
communication through three disparate valleys aggregating to
25 km in total length. Legion Battalion later applied these
lessons in FoF operations in order to secure communications
across the breadth of the Central Corridor of NTC.
LFXs also elucidated the costs of employing some organic
equipment at the Squad and Platoon level. Blackwatch
Company’s LFX objective consisted of a heavily fortified
enemy Combat Outpost that was situated adjacent to high
ground. The adjacent high ground acted as key terrain for an
SBF fire position capable of plunging fire on the objective. I
tasked my SBF platoon to dismount a .50 caliber machine
gun to augment the typical M240s and AT systems found on
a Company SBF. My intent was to use the .50 cal to knockout
enemy strongpoints prior to my assault force reaching the
objective. While the idea was sound in theory, it proved to
come at significant costs. The SBF platoon task organized a
rifle squad to carry the .50 cal with all associated equipment
and ammunition up the hill into position. While the squad
performed admirably, rapidly climbing under load to establish
a position capable of suppressing the entire objective, it came
at the cost of bringing additional AT weapon systems and
security elements for the SBF. We learned that the efficacy
of additional AT weapon systems to knock out bunkers
trumped the high labor cost of employing a dismounted .50
cal. This problem set informed my Course of Action (COA)
development in FoF operations. Instead of fronting the cost
of dismounting a .50, we bolstered our AT weapon system
employment during FoF operations to mass fires against
enemy strongpoints.
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Rebuttal 1: Logistical Cost of LFX vs.FoF
One can make an argument that the elevated logistical and
planning costs of LFX make STX a preferred venue to train
small unit tactics with limited overhead. LFX opportunities are
undoubtedly scarce in comparison to STX. LFXs require more
extensive contracts and rely upon limited STRAC allocations
to meet training objectives. Conversely, FoF maneuvers usually
require less coordination and do not tap into a Battalion’s
allocation of live ammunition. This may lead one to assess that
the increased amount of reps and sets available in a STX create
a preferred opportunity to refine tactics. However, this requires
an exercise design with extensive O/C coverage, which is often
unfeasible. Furthermore, the fact remains that the only way to
understand the true effects of a weapon system is to employ it
in live conditions. If Soldiers do not grasp the capabilities and
limitations of their organic equipment in live fire conditions,
they will not maximize said equipment’s employment in FoF
scenarios. If Soldiers baseline their abilities and leaders certify
their understanding of maneuver in LFX scenarios, the marginal
return on time invested during FoF will increase. While the
end state in either scenario will likely be trained squads and
platoons, this outcome will likely be reached quicker via
execution of LFX first.

Rebuttal 2: Risk to Force of LFX First
Another argument in favor of a “FoF First” approach found
in FM 7-0 is that firing live rounds prior to maneuver training
at the given echelon incurs additional risk to force. This is
mitigated by the crawl-walk-run method outlined in FM 7-0,
in which “a leader walks through the objective (crawl), a unit
completes a rehearsal of a dry or blank fire iteration (walk) and
then the unit executes a culminating live-fire iteration (run)” (I14). If the executing unit completes LFX and maneuver training
at the preceding echelon as prescribed in FM 7-0, then the unit
possesses the necessary building blocks to safely conduct LFXs
via the crawl-walk-run method.

Conclusion
The Legion Battalion leveraged execution of Company and
Battalion LFXs prior to FoF operations at NTC 21-09 to refine
systems and improve lethality at echelon. This yielded a FoF
rotation with an uncommonly low loss of Friendly combat
strength in comparison to prior rotations (insert STAT). The
increased agency provided to Commanders to deviate from
the prescriptive model of STX followed by LFX as written
IWTS allows units to maintain the practice of learning the
science of maneuver prior to exercising the art of maneuver.
While the continuation of the in-stride LFX model at NTC
may not be tenable, the above discussion highlights a strong
recommendation for Company and Battalion level leaders to
start with LFX certifications prior to moving to FoF at echelon.★
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BY CHRIS RUFF,
CURATOR, 82ND AIRBORNE DIVISION WAR MEMORIAL

★ FEATURE ★

D-DAY
Deception
Operation FORTITUDE, code named Bodyguard, was an Allied
campaign of misinformation and deception intended to keep an overtaxed
German Military dispersed and guessing where and when the Allied Invasion
of Europe would occur.
FORTITUDE North was intended to dupe the Germans into thinking an
invasion would occur in Scandinavia by the fictitious British 4th Army stationed
in Scotland. FORTITUDE South placed the main invasion at the Pas-de-Calais,
France, where the English Channel was narrowest, by the also fictitious First
United States Army Group (FUSAG) in southern England.
At the beginning of World War II, the adoption of parachute-based units
gave armies the ability to rapidly insert large forces behind enemy lines. This
capability also allowed for the use of surprise and deception operations to
include the use of decoys dropped by parachute.
These tools of deception included false radio traffic, dummy vehicles, aircraft
and installations and troops posing as members of fictitious units. During
the airborne part of the Allied invasion of Normandy, decoys known as para-

The U.S.-made “Oscar” para-dummy
(82d Museum)
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The British “Rupert” para-dummy
(82d Museum)

dummies were used (Operation TITANIC) to
misguide the Germans as to the location and
size of the actual Allied airborne assault.
A U.S. Navy prototype version that was not
operationally used was tested in May 1943
by the Navy Beach Jumper Unit at Camp
Bradford, Virginia. During testing, observers
reported that this version appeared too small
and rigid and was not realistic enough. As a
result of these field tests, work began on an
improved version.
In the collection of the 82d Airborne
Division War Memorial Museum at Fort Bragg,
North Carolina are several para-dummies,
including examples of the type used during the
D-Day Invasion of 6 June 1944.
The first one, an English manufactured
example nicknamed “Rupert” is a simple
burlap figure about 30 inches tall with a torsomounted canopy. A single dummy per stick
was fitted with an explosive device (codenamed
pintail), which had a delayed ignition of up to
20 minutes used to simulate gunfire. At least
500 of these Ruperts were dropped during
Operation TITANIC.
The second one, a copy of a U.S-designed
para-dummy, is 50 inches tall and manufactured
of olive drab rubber. The National Defense
Research Committee oversaw the early
American development of para-dummies,
collectively nicknamed “Oscar.” This example
is inflatable via a CO-2 gas bottle and valve
on the front. For the Allied effort, a total of
5,000 para-dummies were manufactured by
the George Freedman Company of Ashland,
Massachusetts. In 1939, Freeman secretly
created the Rupert for the British. In addition to
the inflatable rubber dummies, the Freedman
Co. experimented with other types made of
fabric and straw.
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A re-creation of the use of para-dummies on D-Day was
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low light conditions, they can appear
life-sized.
These were
demonstrated in the 1962 movie The Longest Day. Para
successful in duping the Germans during D-Day as some dummies featured in the film were realistic compared to the
units were searching dummy drop zones, east of the real ones, known wartime models, complete with sculpted equipment,
rather than confronting the beachheads. The Allies continued uniform and face. This difference is attributed to artistic license
to use para-dummies during Operation DRAGOON, the Allied intrinsic to Hollywood productions.
invasion of Southern France on 16 August 1944. After these
After WWII, experimentation continued with parabattles, “Axis Sally,” a German radio propagandist, called them dummies. This culminated in the creation of a postwar Oscar
the “product of a fiendish Anglo-Saxon mind.”
or, in Army parlance, “Simulator, Decoy Paratrooper: SelfIt is worth noting that the Germans used para-dummies destructive,” Federal Stock Number item (FSN) 1080-650throughout WWII as well. The German Army launched 0201. Entering service in 1955, Oscar remained a part of
history’s first large-scale airborne operation during the recommended Airborne strategy and tactics found in Army
invasion of Holland and Belgium in May 1940. The first use Field Manuals until 1977. The item was dropped from the
of dummy paratroops occurred during the assault upon the stock number listing in July 1977. Oscar and his ancestors
Belgian Fortress of Eben Emael. After the war, German Field were part of the world’s military arsenal for more than 37 years.
Marshal Albrecht Kesselring remarked, “the attempt at surprise
Oscar represented years of research and experience involving
was successful. Today, one cannot even imagine the panic paratroop decoys. From humble beginnings of simple strawwhich was caused by rumors of the appearance of parachutists, filled uniforms the concept evolved through a variety of means,
supported by the dropping of dummies.” These operations methods and materials. The dummies presented significant
were not the last time the Germans used dummy parachutists. advantages for assaulting forces while creating serious
In December 1944 GEN Kurt Student, commander of German problems for defenders, causing considerable confusion on the
airborne forces in World War II, was tasked to form a battle battlefields of Europe and the Pacific. Oscar earned his stripes
group of paratroops for action in the planned Ardennes and deserves to be considered one of the most successful of
offensive of December 1944: the Battle of the Bulge. Among deception devices.
the supplies available were “several dozen straw-filled dummies ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Christopher Ruff has been an Army curator for more than 10 years
that would be dropped on dummy landing zones to confuse the
and
is currently serving as curator for the 82d Airborne Museum. He
enemy.” Overall, the resulting German airborne operation was
has a background in working at historic sites, battlefields and numerous
a resounding failure, though indications are that the deception military collections to include the National Museum of the Marine Corps
action was the most successful feature of the entire plan.
and The North Carolina Museum of History.

Function Fitness:
The Case for the Army

Still from 1962 film The Longest Day (20th Century Fox)
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Para-dummy, U.S. Army, circa 1960
(82d Museum)
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★ VALOR ★

SGM Thomas P. Payne:

Liberator of 75 Hostages in Iraq
SGM Thomas “Patrick” Payne, an
instructor assigned to the U.S. Army
Special Operations Command, grew
up in Batesburg-Leesville and Lugoff, South
Carolina, and graduated from high school in
2002. Part of the 9/11 generation, Payne felt
a strong sense of duty to serve his country.
After high school, he enlisted in the Army as
an Infantryman 11B and completed the Basic
Airborne Course at Fort Benning, Georgia, in
2002 and the Ranger Indoctrination Program
(now known as the Ranger Assessment and
Selection Program) in early 2003.
He was then assigned as a rifleman to A
Co., 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment,
where he also served as a sniper and sniper
team leader until November 2007, the year he
was selected for assignment to the U.S. Army
Special Operations Command at Fort Bragg,
North Carolina. Since then, he has served

within USASOC as a special operations team member, assistant team sergeant,
team sergeant and instructor.
In 2012, Payne and his teammate won the Best Ranger Competition—a
grueling contest that places extreme demands on buddy teams’ physical, mental,
technical and tactical skills as Rangers—at Fort Benning.
Throughout his career, Payne deployed 17 times in support of Operation
Enduring Freedom, Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation New Dawn and Operation
Inherent Resolve, and to the U.S. Africa Command area of responsibility.
For his heroic actions in Iraq, Payne was presented the Medal of Honor on
September 11, 2020.
★ MEDAL OF HONOR CITATION ★
For conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of his life above and beyond the call of duty:
Sergeant First Class Thomas P. Payne distinguished himself by conspicuous gallantry and
intrepidity, above and beyond the call of duty, on October 22, 2015, during a daring nighttime
hostage rescue in Kirkuk Province, Iraq, in support of Operation INHERENT RESOLVE. Sergeant
Payne led a combined assault team charged with clearing one of two buildings known to house
the hostages. With speed, audacity, and courage, he led his team as they quickly cleared the
assigned building, liberating 38 hostages. Upon hearing a request for additional assaulters to
assist with clearing the other building, Sergeant Payne, on his own initiative, left his secured
position, exposing himself to enemy fire as he bounded across the compound to the other
building from which entrenched enemy forces were engaging his comrades. Sergeant Payne
climbed a ladder to the building’s roof, which was partially engulfed in flames, and engaged
enemy fighters below with grenades and small arms fire. He then moved back to ground level
to engage the enemy forces through a breach hole in the west side of the building. Knowing
time was running out for the hostages trapped inside the burning building, Sergeant Payne
moved to the main entrance, where heavy enemy fire had thwarted previous attempts to
enter. He knowingly risked his own life by bravely entering the building under intense enemy
fire, enduring smoke, heat, and flames to identify the armored door imprisoning the hostages.
Upon exiting, Sergeant Payne exchanged his rifle for bolt cutters, and again entered the building,
ignoring the enemy rounds impacting the walls around him as he cut the locks on a complex
locking mechanism. His courageous actions motivated the coalition assault team members to
enter the breach and assist with cutting the locks. After exiting to catch his breath, he reentered
the building to make the final lock cuts, freeing 37 hostages. Sergeant Payne then facilitated the
evacuation of the hostages, even though ordered to evacuate the collapsing building himself,
which was now structurally unsound due to the fire. Sergeant Payne then reentered the burning
building one last time to ensure everyone had been evacuated. He consciously exposed himself
to enemy automatic gunfire each time he entered the building. His extraordinary heroism
and selfless actions were key to liberating 75 hostages during a contested rescue mission that
resulted in 20 enemies killed in action. Sergeant First Class Payne’s gallantry under fire and
uncommon valor are in keeping with the highest traditions of military service and reflect great
credit upon himself, the United States Special Operations Command, and the United States Army.

“…Once you’re able to control your fear, that’s the bridge to personal
courage and personal courage is contagious on the battlefield.”
-SGM Major Thomas P. Payne
Summer 2022
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★ NIMF UPDATE ★

STORY AND PHOTOS BY MICHAEL DENEHY

NIMF Pays Tribute to Vietnam War Heroes
The 196th honored its own,
including the current 196th
Command Team.

O

fficially recognized by former President
Donald Trump in 2017, National Vietnam
Veteran’s Day is held on March 29. This year,
the National Infantry Museum Foundation hosted a
National Vietnam Veteran’s Day recognition ceremony
at the museum’s Vietnam War Memorial Wall, a 3/4scale replica of its Washington, D.C. counterpart. This
emotional event is a significant addition to the annual
museum’s calendar to recognize the lack of recognition
these heroes experienced after the war despite the
massive hardships and risk they endured. The
foundation hopes this event will grow every year to
honor these true American heroes.
The standing room only crowd gathered at “the
wall” at 9 a.m. in an outdoor ceremony where CSM
(Ret) Chris Lewis took to the podium for opening
comments. Joining him in the posting of the colors
was the local Kendrick High School JROTC Cadet
Color Guard. The pressed and polished high school
students interacting with veterans of their
grandparent’s generation was a contrast worth noting.
President Emeritus of the National Infantry
Museum Foundation and retired COL Greg Camp gave
stirring remarks to the gathering of family and Veterans
which left some in tears and others in contemplation.
Camp, a lieutenant during the Vietnam War, gave a
renewed understanding of the challenges faced by this
generation of warriors in a manner only someone with
first-hand experience could. He elucidated the valor
and quality of his compatriots, stating, “There are
many misconceptions about the Vietnam War and its
Veterans. We were not a draftee Army. Three-fourths of
the people who fought in Vietnam were volunteers,
and everyone was held to high standards. And unlike
common myth, Vietnam Veterans are as successful and
educated as their civilian counterparts.
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“Unlike today, we didn’t fight and then redeploy as a unit,” Camp
said. “When we went home, we went home by ourselves.” His statement
was a stark reminder of the burdens the media and general public placed
upon the Vietnam Veterans.
Upon completion of his remarks, Camp turned the ceremony over to
the local chapter of the Marine Corps League who handled the wreathlaying portion of the ceremony. Donned in their signature red jackets,
these Veterans managed the wreath laying with the solemnity and respect
we have all come to expect. As
Kendrick High
spectators wept, and former
School JROTC
Cadet Color Guard
Marines gave tribute to all fallen
posted the colors.
Vietnam Veterans, a far-off bugler
played taps, further stirring the
emotions on a day that had already
seen more than its fair share of
emotion.
Also in attendance on March
29 was a reunion group from the
196th Light Infantry Brigade, a
unit renowned for their actions
during the Vietnam War. The
group was not only in attendance
for the National Vietnam Veterans
Day recognition, but also to unveil
their own strikingly realistic memorial on the museum grounds. The
silence was palpable as the coverings were removed from the larger-thanlife memorial with details so exact it took the crowd of onlookers off
guard. For what seemed like several minutes, these seasoned combat
veterans were speechless. Some cried, others stood stoic and all stood
silently staring at what is symbolically 196th battle buddies departing
battle, wounded but together. Finally, these once young Soldiers of one
of our most storied units have the memorial they deserve. For those
wanting to pay tribute, the 196th Light Infantry Brigade memorial is
located on the northeast corner of Heritage Walk.
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
Please mark your calendars for next year’s National Vietnam Veterans Day
ceremony at the museum on March 29, 2023. Visit NationalInfantryMuseum.org to
find out ways to contribute to your National Infantry Museum Foundation. Thanks
for your continued support.

The Marine Corps League
dedicated a wreath.
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★ NEWS & AWARDS ★

On 13 May 2022 during Operations Group Wolf Family Day at Camp
Atterbury, Indiana, SFC Matt Iacobucci (far left) and MAJ Scott Allen (far
right) presented the Order of St. Maurice to SFC Greg Beatty (second from
left) and MAJ Chad Plaisted (third from left).

On 12 March 2022 in the Uvanni Room at the home of HHC
2-108th Infantry, Utica Armory, NY, LTC Mathew Kilgore (left)
presented the Order of Saint Maurice to MAJ Dylan Potter.

On 1 October 2020, CSM Steven Baldwin (left) and SGM
Allen Watts (right) presented the Order of St. Maurice to
SFC Odin Toomey at the United States Army Combined
Arms Center, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

COL Sean Flynn, Commander of the 27th Brigade Combat Team presented
the Order of St Maurice in front of St. Patrick’s Cathedral on St. Patrick’s Day
before the start of the St. Patrick’s Day Parade led by the 1st Battalion 69th
Infantry. Recipients of the Order of St. Maurice were: MAJ Michael J. Clifford,
MAJ Andrew F. Prior, MAJ Dermot Gavin and MG Thomas F. Spencer.
(U.S. Army photo by Staff Sgt. Alexander Rector)

On 25 January 2022 at the
National Infantry Museum,
John Gergulis and Chuck
Rose presented the Order of
St. Maurice to (left to right)
Kirk Knight, Alex Barber,
Doug Warden, Walt Wilczak,
Tom Kjos, Tom Crabtree,
Luther Nixon, Don Trotter,
Dave Corcoran and Bob Ruiz.
Awards were also presented
to Bob March, Mike Van Kirk,
Jerry Fell, Frank Crary and
Julian Ynostroza in absentia.
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★ NEWS & AWARDS ★

On 17 March 2022, COL Sean Flynn presented the Order of St. Maurice
to CSM Edwin Garris during a ceremony at the 69th Infantry Regiment.
(U.S. Army photo by SSG Alexander Rector)

SSG Windell Anuntak (left) was presented the
Order of St. Maurice by 1SG Will Atkinson.

On 12 May 2022, LTC Don Kanase presented CPT Erickson Krogh and his
spouse, CPT Julie Krogh, with the Order of St. Maurice during Erickson’s
outgoing change of command of A/1-5 IN, 1-25 SBCT. They held the
ceremony at the winter maintenance facility in Fort Wainwright, Alaska.

On 15 March 2022, MSG (Ret) Robert Bell (center) was presented the Order
of St. Maurice at the Decatur Country Club in Decatur, Alabama. LTC (Ret) Ed
Dickens (left) made the presentation and SGT (Ret) Barry Simpson (right)
nominated Bell for the honor. Photo courtesy of The Decatur Daily
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On 25 March 2022 at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, 1SG Darren
G. James presented the Order of Saint Maurice to CPT
Jonathan L. Kaicher, Company Commander of B/1-504.
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★ NEWS & AWARDS ★

The city of Columbus, Georgia placed plaques outside the Government
Center honoring two recent Medal of Honor recipients, retired COL
Ralph Puckett and SFC Alwyn Cashe. On hand for the unveiling were
Puckett (seated) and Paulette Cash, daughter of the late SFC Cashe.
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On 5 April 2022 at Fort Irwin, California, Jordan Embry was
presented the Shield Of Sparta. On hand for the presentation were:
(left to right) LTC Robert Furtick, 1/11th Squadron Commander; SFC
Johnathan Embry and CSM Fredrick Batiste, 1/11th Squadron CSM;
in addition to the Embrys’ daughters McKenzie and Emma.
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AND DIGEST OF THE AIRBORNE WORLD!
(The AAA is a chartered, non-profit association of vertical envelopment warfare personnel)
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